TV series correlation computing is one of the most important tasks of personalized online streaming services. With the relevance of TV series and viewer feedback, we can calculate the TV series correlation table based on the viewer's implicit feedback which does not perform well for the newly added "cold start" TV series. In this paper, we aim to improve correlation computing within the cold-start phase. We propose a framework named Time-aware Session Embedding (TSE) , with Item Embedding in Session and Time Decay Factor for a multimodal recommendation. We apply an lowerdimensional vector as item embedding and calculate their factor considering the time decay. The framework performed well in the Content-based Video Relevance Prediction Challenge and we get the first place in this competition.
INTRODUCTION
The recommender system plays a central role in network services, such as social media sites, E-commerce platforms, stream media services and so on. Given the user-item interaction, the recommender system aims to find the content that users like in the vast amount of candidate item data and address the information overload issue. Many research efforts have been devoted to improving recommendation technologies, which have been an appealing research task in the last decade [10, 14] .
On the other hand, as multimedia data becomes prevalent, it provides opportunities to improve recommendations that are typically based on collaborative filtering only on user behavior data. Such multimedia content contains a rich signal that can reveal user preference [8] and solve the challenging cold start problem [8, 16] . There exists a series of deep learning based algorithms that improve recommendation precision by merging the multimedia information into the item's feature. Such as Deep Crossing [15] , it first embedding sparse feature into a dense representation and then concatenate with other dense multi-modal features. Then it inputs these features into a deep network for final score prediction. Wide & Deep [3] is another famous model. The Wide part of the single input layer is connected with the Deep part of the multi-layer perceptron to input the final output layer together. After Wide & Deep, many models [4, 6, 9, 18] continue the structure of dual network combination. However, deep learning based recommender system may suffer from overfitting when the target item is cold started.
In this work, we introduce a new embedding method named TSE for session-based recommendation. As in Fig. 1 Figure 1 : The framework of our proposed time-aware session embedding. We first train ID feature by Item2Vec. Then we concatenate ID feature and multimedia feature. We use a novel time decay factor to calculate the relevance between target item and given item's position. Then feed these feature into a multi-head attention transformer and predict the results by a classifier.
watching list (session) and the target item, we jointly embedding each item in the session, considering the relative position and relations among all the item in the session. Such embedding method enable recommender system to weight more on the recent watching item and mine user's long and short interest. Due to the ambiguity of user behavior, we apply the multi-head attention to explore the reasons behind each click. After embedding, the recommendation is reduced to a classification problem. To do the classification, we can apply a deep neural network or a decision tree.
We conducted experiments on the given Hulu TV Series dataset, results showed that our TSE method can achieve state-of-the-art performance with both kinds of classifier (deep neural networks and decision trees).
The main contributions of this work are as follow.
• We design a novel embedding method named TSE for sessionbased recommendation, characterizing the phenomenon of time-aware relevance decay. • We apply a multi-head attention transformer to learn user's polysemous interests. • We highlight that gradient boosting decision tree can obtain competitive results compared with deep neural network in recommendation. • Experiments show our methods can achieve the first place in TV series track of ACM Multimedia 2019 CBVRP challenge.
RELATED WORK
Multimodal recommendation is a fundamental task in machine learning that learns the interest of users and how to recommend the items to users. As the recommended scenes become more complex and the amount of data increases, the recommendation system is more diverse, and the general model is gradually changing to the deep model. The recommendation system with self-supervised embedding method also shines in the industry, and many models have achieved very amazing results.
The Item2Vec [2] proposes a method of neural item embedding for collaborative filtering, as regarding the item as word and the user's behavior sequence as a set. The co-occurrence between items is a positive sample. But they ignored the user behavior sequence information and didn't consider the user's preference for different items. The FM [13] and FFM denote the high-order feature interaction, DeepFM [7] denotes the feature learning in a new neural network architecture. They do a good representation of feature and do not considered the order of items.Differing from these works, we propose item Embedding in Session and time decay similarity to solve not only the complex multimodal recommendation but the cold-start problem.
METHODOLOGY
In this section, we introduce our framework for multi-modal recommendation. Firstly, we introduce the preprocessing of videos' meta features. Secondly, we introduce our embedding method for multi-modal information. We introduce how to embed item by the given user-item interaction and follow with the key improvement of our method: Time Decay Embedding.
Preprocessing
Given a video I with lengthW , the meta features extracted by neural network [1, 11, 17] are formulated as a h × w 2-dimensional matrix, whose time dimension w is indefinite. That's to say, video with different length has different w. For the n-th video in the dataset, we denote its meta features matrix as X n = {x n i j } ∈ R h×w . Usually, most machine learning model cannot handle input with indefinite length. We aggregate the features of time dimension through the method of principal component analysis (PCA) [5] . Thus the h × w matrix becomes h × t matrix, which all the videos have the same tfitt.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistic method for dimension reduction. The method uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of observations of possibly correlated variables into a set of linearly uncorrelated variables. This transformation is defined in such a way that the first principal component has the largest possible variance, and each succeeding component in turn has the highest variance possible under the constraint that it is orthogonal to all the preceding components. Therefore, we choose the top t principal component to get definite input for our model. Actually, we set the t = 1. That's to say, we only use the first component, mainly due to limited memory.
Furthermore, we perform similar transformation on the other dimension. The h × t matrix of meta features becomes k × tfitt matrix, where k is far smaller than h. The transformation mainly provides two advantages. It vastly reduces the memory usage and the training time of model. The method also avoids the disturbing of the noise features. We performed detailed contrast experiment in section 4.
Item ID Feature
The idea of item's ID feature extraction is learned from Item2Vec method [2] . Given items v = [1, 2, ..., M], we first denote each item as an one-hot high-dimensional vector. Then we apply an embedding layer to lower the dimension of this vector. We denote this item's ID feature as V = [v 1 , ..., v M ]. We train this embedding layer in the Skip-gram manner until convergence.
Time Decay Factor
In statistics fields, similarity and distance are useful functions that quantified the relations between two objects. Although no single definition of a similarity measure exists, many of them can be used to perform the two vectors' relations whether in higher dimension or lower dimension. We adopted:
• Euclidean Distance. The euclidean distance is one of the most influential theoretical assumptions. It is the "normal" (ie straight line) distance between two points in the Euclidean space. The Euclidean distance from A to B is given by Eq (1).
• Cosine Similarity. The cosine similarity uses the cosine of the angles of the two vectors in the vector space as the measure of the difference between the two individuals. Compared to distance metrics, cosine similarity pays more attention to the difference in direction between two vectors, rather than distance or length. The cosine similarity is calculated by Eq (2) .
In the sequence of the TV series watching, the closer the TV series is, the higher probability it can show people's current hobbies. TV shows generally have a long time, and those who can watch a whole TV show must be very fond of this type of TV series. As time passes, the interest for TV series will change over time. In the recommendation of TV series, we not only consider the impact of each TV series on the user's preferences but also should consider the recent TV series to represent what the user likes. We named it as interest evolution. We have tested the Item2Vec and Word2Vec, which are different in whether randomize the sequence of TV series watching. In the Item2Vec, We randomized these sequences, but compared to Word2Vec without randomization, there was a significantly worse performance. In this way, we found that the order in which users watch movies was also a very important message.
Through the method of time decay, we can not only combine the TV series we watched earlier, but also combine and the latest TV series. We give the TV series that people watched earlier with a smaller weight, and the TV series people watched recently is given by a larger weight.
By our Time Decay Factor, we improved our representation of users' interest, considering the interest evolution. As Fig. 3 , we found that when we represent the users' interest with the Time Decay Factor, the score of AUC improved compared to the one which without the Time Decay Factor.
A vector of each TV series is given as v T V I , where the watching sequence is v T V 1 , v T V 2 , . . . , v T V 10 . We define the v T V r ec as the recommend TV series vector. We can get the time decay similarity formula by Eq (3).
here, t denotes the time, α (t) is a function of time which can take the transformation to the time. η is a constant to get a better fitting of the time decay factor.
Session Classification Model
Now we have concatenated ID feature, multimedia feature and time decay factor, we feed them into a multi-head attention transformer to learn more complex interest of users. The transformed item's embedding in a session are concatenated as the session embedding. Here, S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s 10 } is a session of behavior sequence, where 1, 2 , . . . , 10) is item's ID. Then we input the session embedding to a classification model to judge whether the user will click the recommended target item. We apply a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) as the classifier, respectively. The results show that GBDT can obtain competitive results compared with MLP. Specifically, we apply the state-of-the-art LightGBM [12] as the decision tree model.
EXPERIMENT 4.1 Experimental Settings
We conducted experiments on Hulu TV Series Dataset. In the dataset, each item is related with audio feature, video feature and frame feature extracted from deep learning model. In addition, there are users' click session on these items. Each session has 10 recent watched items and one target item which is recommended by Hulu. The label of this session is "1" if the user watch the target item, otherwise the label will be "0". The dataset is splitted into train/validation/test data by Hulu.
To evaluate the performance of recommendation, hulu adopt the common AUC metric. To be specific, we predict the possibility of target item's click state in each session. By adjusting the judgement threshold, the ROC of the prediction is determined and AUC is the area under this curve.
Comparison and Ablation
Here we compare the performance of our method with baselines. The results are listed in Table 1 . We explore the AUC of recommendation. Inspecting the results from top to bottem, we have the following observation.
First, our proposed TSE method consistently outperforms baselines and solutions from other teams. We gain a relative improvements of about 25% over DIN, VBPR and AMR.
Then we analyze the effect of time decay factor, transformer for session embedding and LGB classifier.
In Table 1 , we first can see that the best results is because of the use of time decay factor. By adding the factor, the model weigh more on recent item, while earlier items have less impact. By adding this factor, we gain a relative improvements of 2.20%.
Second, the transformer consistently outperforms all baseline model. One advantage is that the transformer has a residual architecture, the output of the transformer is directly related to the input, thus it's not easy to overfit and can learn more complex, informative embedding. More importantly, by introducing the multi-head attention, it can capture user's polysemous interests on clicked item.
Third, by changing the MLP classifier into LGB, the performance didn't get worse and even become better. In the experiment, even if we drop the attention layer in DIN and only use the embedding layer, the LGB still makes the results better than DIN with MLP. This can also indicate that MLP is more likely to overfit than LGB.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel session embedding method for multimedia recommendation, dubbed TSE. We apply a time decay factor to model relevance between target item and item's position in the session. Besides, we found that LightGBM and Transformer is effective in this task. By using TSE, we won the first prize on TV series track of CBVRP 2019 challenge.
